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The Scholarly Contributions & Creative Activities section has been prepopulated with 
historical records from the Faculty Accomplishment System (FAS) and other home-grown 
systems and with a one-time bulk load of Web of Science Core Collection records from 2004 
– October 2015. The Source of Data column will let you know if the record came from FAS or 
the Web of Science load (WOS). As a result you may have duplicate records. 
The easiest way to find duplicates is to Show All entries and sort by Title (click on the Title 
column header). If you have a duplicate, delete the FAS record and retain the WOS record. 
Why retain the WOS record? You can include current number of times cited information on 
your CV if the record has come from Web of Science. 
Because the legacy systems were structured very differently from myVITA, you may find that 
some of your information does not come through as expected. You may also find that your 
information was not updated or entirely accurate in the legacy system itself. If you feel it is 
appropriate to delete the FAS record, please do so. 
Here are some questions to ask as you review your data:
● Is the Status of your information correct? For example, does a published Book Chapter still 
have a Status of Submitted? Edit the record and Manage Status.
● Is the Type of your information correct? Do you have anything labeled Unspecified Data: 
FAS? You can edit the record to change the Type. Remember before changing the Type, 
first answer the required questions on peer review and funding type, then save the record. 
Then change the Type and edit other fields as appropriate. 
● Are you listed as a Co-author? In FAS, many records did not specifically list the UM 
System faculty member as a co-author. If you are not listed, add yourself and adjust the 
co-author list as needed.
● Does the work belong to you? Since no bulk load is 100% correct, check to make sure 
that the records are indeed yours, especially if you have a common name. Delete the 
records that are incorrectly attributed to you.
We’ve pre-loaded thousands of journal titles. If you are manually entering a journal title, 
simply start typing your journal title and pick from the list. 
You don’t need to fill in all the fields. If your item doesn’t have a DOI, or you don’t know the 
ISSN, leave the field blank.
Use the “Issue” field for season or month designations (e.g., Summer; October). 
The “Date” field is useful for ePub ahead of print articles.
For help with myVITA or to access additional resources please visit our library guide at 
http://libguides.mst.edu/myVITA or email myvita@mst.edu. Phone assistance is available by calling  
573‐341‐4008.
This tutorial was produced and narrated by: Roger Weaver, the Director of Library Operations and 
Scholarly Communications.
This tutorial is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution‐NonCommercial‐ShareAlike 4.0 
International License.
We would be interested in your feedback concerning this tutorial. Please visit the libguide
referenced here to provide feedback.
Again, thank you for watching.
